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Abstract. Combinatory differential fields arise if differential fields are augmented by operations 
which allow functions that are programmable in the usual recursive sense to be denoted. The 
present paper deLnes this concept. It is shown that every differential field whose field of constants 
is ordered can be extended to a combinatory field. We generalize the basic notions of the 
Liouville-Ritt-Risch theory of closed-form solvability to combinatory field extensions and present 
some explorative examples of problems and solutions. 
1. e soiv f alge it!, nctional a tions 
Since it is the purpose of this paper to introduce and justify some additions tee 
the algebraic toolkit for the treatment of equations, we start by giving a brief survey 
of the algebraic viewpoint in problem solving. The problems considered here always 
have the form “find a function (on or C) which has this or that property”. The 
algebraic paint ot view enters in two ways: first in the specification of what an 
admissible problem-formulation is, and second in specifying the searc 
the solut&. admissible problem-formulations take the form of equations (for the 
unknown function), using an adequate supply of operations to write out these 
equations, e.g. differential operators. The search space for the solu ion or solutions 
is chosen as an algebraic structure, typically as an extension of he structure in 
which the parameters that enter the (problem-)equation are elements. 
The most straightforward examples are 
role of an independent variable), an 
e.g. y’ - x = 0. This is the problem equat 
for each element f o 
differentiation rules 
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elementary extensions. 
Cornhim tory diNeren rid fields 
inding, and we need to introduce the notion of free 
enstes that set for 7: 
if ‘P is a variab 
(a, +- ‘t?) = FV(t, T-J = FV(q 0 T,) = VW u FV(T!); 
FV( -7) = FV(r-‘) = FV(r’) = FV(r); 
with the variable-condition X, E FV(q), i = 1, . . . 9 n. 
There is me unary predicate COW(X), one binary predicate q c ~2 and equality. 
The axiom are divided into groups according to the ask operations. 
A wmbinatory differential field 3 i 
are called the constant elements of 9 
rhe elements 0 and 1: 
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2.2. Axioms of compositiofl 
These axioms express the facts which follow from interpreting the operation 0 as 
composition of unary nctions with L the identity function: 
cons?(a) 3 (7 0 7 = cr. 
71 < 72 = Wx(const( 7, 0 x) /\ const(7,o x) + q 0 x < r2 0 x). 
2.3. Axioms qf branching 
These axioms describe proper& of the branching operation cond, whose intuitive 
interpretation is this. If f, g, h are (partial) functions, then cond f g h is defined 
where all three are defined and the value is g(x) where f(x) > 0 and h(x) where 
f(x)"-0. 
coast(a) A cr > 0 + cond u r, Q = T,, 
cons?(a) /\ (T CO + condaq T~=T~, 
2.4. Axioms of recursion 
ith the axioms below we formulate that the Q*-Vx~, i = 1, . . . , n, intended to 
efine a solution to a simultaneous set of fixpoint equations; these axioms are 
incomplete, the intuitive interpretation being that we obtain t 
“above” the approximations clr, , . . . ) CT,,. For each formula 4 of the language, the 
f&lowing is an axiom: 
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2.5. Axioms of d(fferentiation 
These axioms rovide the laws for formally taking erivatives of all terms that 
can be formed i the language. If we restrict attentio to the field operations we 
obtain, of tours e notion of a differential field. The novel axi ms 5i-e the ones 
that concern the “combinatory” operations 0, cond and p. 
(cd- 7)‘= a’+ T’, 
(UT)’ = 0’7 --I- cd, 
const( 7) + 7’ = 0, 
L’= 1, 
(cond (T q T?)’ = cond u T; 75. 
For variable x, the axiom for differentiation is A-‘- X’ where (by ab se of notation), 
the second “ ’ ” is a prime, i.e. pari of the term, and not the differentiation operator. 
Finally, the derivative of a recursively defined function is given by 
hat0 
The technical interpretation of combinatory differential fie presented here is 
based on t”Pre sketch presented in [2] and elaborated abstra in [3]. The basic 
iaea is this. Given any algebraic (indeed, relational) structure, it is possible to embe 
this structrlre inside a much richer structure, one whi provides for elements t
correspond to exactly those operations on the origin tructure that are pro 
mable (using the basic operations and relations of the original structure as bu 
blocks for recursive procedures). In this sense, the 
algorithmic ‘ronment of the originally give 
such an em ing can be obtained uniform1 
of structures (e.g. for varieties, [3], but with little e 
IA) . 
T5e structures w 
raic structures 
atsry els, 
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which contain elements with the following properties: 
Y = x, 
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ing such an op to 6~: 
1 =: 
binatory” emt9edding 
or images of elements of 9 this is 
bolE Y--‘9 stands 
s invohfe the eEeme 
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Every difi~entialjield can e combinatorially embedded in some corn 
tory model. 
The proof rests on st 
entities and operatis 
sistent subsets X o 
=f, f E 9 and are deductively closed 
in this manner. 
s set of elements are charac 
f the retraction 
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03 s* “*iY explain the basic relations and operations of combi atory di@erenFial 
fields as follows for X, Y, . . .E S*: 
It,, Y)-%~(x+y)} if X, Y# I, T, 
if X=_L or Y=_.L, 
otherwise. 
Similarly for th her operations of 
ned in this way: 
{#WI’:: xi;, Y~-3-- (x~y)} if X, 
if X--d, or Y-J,,, 
otherwise. 
nd operator has to take care of eonstantc: 
(Y if@>OEX, 
cond XYZ = 
z if@=3kX, 
I ifX=b,srY=l_or 
k T otherwise. 
Each one ofthese operators can be represented by a combinator which accomplishes 
ct by left appkation to elements X, e [3] for analogous 
There remain the fixpoint operations &:* 5 In the simplest case, p-:(7(x)),,, we 
let the value be uz=, , where is the largest consistent subset of a for which 
c_ T( ) and +-I 
ent fi:( T( x)), combinatoriatly, given 
?, means to construct combinators @ an 
= 2 = . 
constsuction are not difficult to extend 
. . . 
for T, that k 
n~wn const 
Fion of the: least&point operator A. nus, the ZiSSUEIl 
ity of 7 rs always fulfilled and pz is taken care 
mutatis mutandis, to all &!***$ and uve may sta 
n the re~rese~Fa 
diflerevPtiul field of ch 
extended to a combin 
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a theory. But it is easy to write I formula 4(x) characterizing in any sufficiently 
strong theory of combinatory di erential fields: 
4w :Z const(xj A x SOAO=pc(condx-yy+1 Y)~. 
The above expression uses a simultaneous recursion for a functio which yields 0 
if XE and is undefined otherwise. If the theory is strong enough, it woul rove 
this fact (in all fields considered here). 
Let now S* be a combinatory differential field extending 9, with (partial) 
operations + 9 0, -, -‘, ‘, cond, 0, and ~1.~;**.**~~~, predicates const, <, equality, and 
individual constants 0, 1, an L. For concreteness, assume that 9* = $* - {I, T}. 
The elements of @* are sets of quantifier-free formulae of the above language, 
augmented by the additional individual constant @. The field operations are defined 
ns on sets, in particular Q+ are using least fixpoint operators. 
of the relation between solutions of equations and field extensions 
takes place in the lattice of fields between 9 and 9% If such a field is closed under 
’ it is a diff&entialJ if it is closed under 0, cond and the ~~;T*.**x~~ it is a co.mbinat 
Jield, and if it is closed under all of them , it is a combinatory diflerential jield, 
course, closing a field under such an operation may result in an enormous extension 
which overrides muc of the fine-structure of field extensions which are so useful 
in solvability discus n. For example, the closure of x, e”) under 0 admits e x* 
which is transcendental over the original field. To r in the fine-structure, we 
therefore proceed in the classical manner, extending a field S1 to 9$ by adjoining 
solutions of some equation, formulated in terms of available operations. ostly, 
we restrict our attention to the sublattice of GMIerential fields. 
Let 9, be given and let o(y) = T(Y) be an equation between terms formed by 
using parameters from 9,) the combinatory differential field operations and the 
variable y. An element X of S2 is called a formal sohtion of this equation if 
= {u(@) = r(@))‘C. It is called a clozed-form solution, if there is a close 
at the equation @ = 10 belongs to X. We then say 
e notion 3f,an approximate solution. 
escribe upper and lower bounds of elements of 
ean combinations of formulas of the form 
p@O<condp~, and condpK20Ccondp@ IL 
E & is an approximate 
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say &. t write I+: 7( say that is a 
solution. 
Let us now turn to s me simple illustrations. 
lgebraic extensions for algebraic e 
form solutions L and -c, the equ 
an algebraic extension (by t 
bile y* - LC = 0 has the 
- c = 0 defines in general 
ave of course the formal solution {@*= L)? 
properties of the square-root function) reason bly only consists of the co 
of its definition. Closed-form approximate s utions also exist. 
. Rational recursion extension for algebraic di equations and 
solutions: One of the simplest algebraic differential equations is y’ = yf. 
It defines in general an extension of the differential field to which f belongs, a 
so-called exponential extension. Together with logarithmic extensions (using fy 
and algebraic extensions, these constitute the elementary extensions whit 
studied in the Liouville- sch theory of closed-form integrability. There, the goal 
ic approach is to find effective procedures for deciding ( 
ptions, e.g. about constants in the field extensions) whe 
logarithmic or exponential extension is algebraic or transcendental, to lift integration 
algorithms from a field to its extension and discuss closed-form solvability of 
uations, in such extensions. hile this set of goals clearly belongs to 
the future aims of our approach, we use the example here only to illustrate another 
type of extension, that by simultaneous rational recursion, and show that it provides 
a solution. 
Consid the set of simultaneous equations 
Yk+l:=Yk+uk, uk+l := ukbInk, nk+l := nk -+ 1 
with starting values 1, c, 1 respectively for yo, uo, no. Of course, this recursion is 
but a “disguise” of the usual power-series expansion of t e exponential functio 
The point here is that it translates into a term, namely 
E= &““(y+ 24, m/n, ?2 + I)i,r,l. 
In fact E is a closed-form solution to y’ = y, that is, we ca 
tial I-UkS 
&=f= p~~ny’w’n’(y+ u, uL/ n, n + 
, as claimed, E = E’. 
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osed-form. approximate solutions: It is obvious that E is 
also a closed-form approximate sokion. A direct proof consists of tra 
the convergence of the power-series ex 
everywhere, the fo 
for all p. e terms 3,, 
aft.42 taking m terms in t 
4) re 
remainder terms in power ceries), which QX are not about to list here ex 
which arises from 2 
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ce equation employed in po 
dence of fixpoi 
a := ~:t.(qY~ 1 -YLr(), 
an element in suitable combi 
r suitable co, do, . . _ /3, 
The same thematical area is the source of more examples a 
achinery. other bioEogical example is 
ykcB:=yker4*-J'k' 
with solution 
#-cSI(~ e, (fo -YHp, 
r our 
inatsry recursive over a field containing the 
Ar,other inte~:esiing exampie which is extensively treate 
onential functien E. 
literature is 
Qh if yk < f, 
Yk- I= 
@(f-yk) if y&. 
e combkatory recursion that solves this is easy to write n and left as 
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